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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to examine whether it is possible to detect possibly malicious tweets posted by so-called trolls by inspecting the usage of sources such as url links, hashtags, user mentions and other media between clusters of tweets. This was done by utilizing the latent dirichlet allocation algorithm to find and assign topics to every tweet, clustering the tweets through their topics with the k-means algorithm. The resulting clusters was iterated through and data fetch and summarized to examine any difference between the clusters. The results suggest that this method for finding trolls is, in combination with a lexical study of the tweets text, plausible.

Sammanfattning

Syftet bakom denna studie var undersöka ifall det är möjligt att detektera sannolikt illvilliga tweets postad av så kallade troll genom att inspektera användandet av källor såsom url-länkar, hashtaggar, omnämnande av användare och annan media mellan olika kluster av tweets. Detta utfördes med hjälp av latent dirichlet allocation algoritmen för att finna och tildela ämnen till varje tweet, där tweeten klustrades på deras ämnestilldelning med hjälp k-means metoden. De resulterande klustrena itererades igenom och data från tweeten hämtades och summerades för att undersöka skillnader mellan klustrena. Resultaten antyder att denna metod tillsammans med en analys av tweetens text är möjligtvis lämplig för att detektera troll.
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1. Introduction

There is a widespread use of social media today, especially by the younger parts of most populations with Internet access. The benefits of these services are many. Connecting people across the world, allowing them to update each other of their current status and perhaps renew old friendships with say, old classmates. This is not the only service offered by different social media platforms, with examples such as Facebook’s events where the users may coordinate, announce and promote upcoming events, but is the key service of social media. Through the ease of befriending or following other members and thus partake in their updates and shared statuses, customizing your news feed and more importantly, permitting information to quickly distribute over the network the user is part of. Naturally, they in turn may also share that information to their friends and propagate it themselves, that is to say if the update is eye catching enough. Thus something posted by a renown and well received member of the community, or a particularly cute cat photo with a striking caption may quickly reach to the furthest ends of the social network.

However, the fast propagation of information is not entirely unproblematic. If the information shared across the social media is false, it might possibly misinform a large group of users. This is further confounded if a well renowned member of the community with many followers was to share it, increasing the rate of the spread due to their larger groups of users following them. Furthermore, there is also the problem of users attempting to directly misinform other members by utilizing fake stories. While the end goals of these attempts are only known by these individuals, the consequences of their actions are real with widespread confusion. Two examples of such cases are The Columbian Chemical Hoax[11] where stories of a terror attack against a chemical factory in Louisiana, and the more recent pizzagate debacle[12]. A pizzeria was, according to rumors, harbouring a child trafficking ring led by the presidential candidate Hillary Clinton of the 2016 election. These rumours ultimately resulted in the arrest of a man who went to investigate himself.

There is therefore clearly a need in today’s society where informations travels almost freely and fast to be able to discern whether the data, or the poster, is trustworthy or not. Studies have already been conducted on the subject of verifying updates on social media and clustering potentially fraudulent users together[6,10], so this study will focus on clustering users together and examining the usage of sources by individuals in the different groups.
1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this study is to investigate the correlation of source usage, contained within the entity field of a tweet, between clusters of tweets to determine if that is a viable method of finding cases of fraudulent information tweeted to misinform other members of the network.

1.2 Scope

This study will focus on the social media platform Twitter and derive its data therefrom. The scope will also be further limited by the choice of a few topics related to politics to filter the tweets by, and to the English Twitter sphere. See appendix 1 for exact filter words used. Lastly, only latent dirichlet allocation and k-means will be used to cluster the tweets.
2. Background

2.1 Twitter

Twitter is a social media platform focusing on what is happening right now in every thinkable subject. The service was created in 2006 is as of now one of the most popular web services available today. Registered users may submit tweets, posts containing links, photos, videos and up to 140 characters of text. These tweets may also be retweeted, re-uploading the original tweet by other members. With the combination of followers who can directly see these updates whenever posted enables a rapid spread of information in between members of the Twitter sphere, increasing the chance of visibility to outsiders. Through following users of Twitter may customize their feed of tweets by their choice of accounts to follow, thus avoiding trudging through posts deemed unimportant. By the usage of hashtags, posters are able to easily connect their tweets to certain subjects, trends or events for further visibility. The claim of Twitter being a source of news is supported by the article *What is Twitter, a Social Network or a News Media?* [1].

Twitter also maintain their own APIs, Application Programming Interface, [15] to ease the use of their services. Through certain libraries calls can be made to these interfaces. Relevant to this study is the Streaming API and the tweet and entity objects specified in the documentation. The Streaming API includes the services needed to set up public filtered stream that will fetch tweets containing keywords of the filter. Furthermore, it is in entity field of the tweet object that urls, hashtags, user mentions and other media such as pictures, gifs and videos can be found if the tweet contain any of them.

2.2 Trolls

Internet trolls are users, often using fake accounts or anonymity to hide their real identities, partaking in the act of trolling others. Oxford's Dictionary [13] defines trolling, and by that extension trolls, as “Make[ing] a deliberately offensive or provocative online post with the aim of upsetting someone or eliciting an angry response from them”. The motivation behind this behavior is usually fun at the expense of the victim. This study will focus on a particular kind of troll, namely the kind that intentionally and consciously posts false information to misinform other users. In contrast to the first form of trolling, motivation here differs. While it is still possibly done for fun at the expense of the victims, it may also be done to create confusion and havoc in the relevant community. In the article *The agency* [11] the author hints at the involvement of the Russian government in the hoax. Different organizations utilizing this technique to sway public opinion is further supported by Chen, Wu, Srinivasan, and Zhang[5].
2.3 Emoticons and emojis

A picture of usually a facial expression, using only text characters in the case of emoticons. Often used to depict different feelings such as laughter, love and anger. One key difference between them is how emoticons usually are tilted to the side while emojis are viewable without tilting your head.

More importantly, emojis exists as characters in the unicode charmap which is the encoding Twitter is using to encode every tweet. This has the benefit of preserving the emoji whenever a text is cleaned of punctuation. Twitter does not, however, automatically transform an emoticon to its emoji equivalent. Thus this study will focus solely on emojis and refer to such when using the term emoticon.

2.4 Topic modelling

Topic modelling is a statistical model used in text mining which aims to, by grouping words of similar kind and subject together into topics, determine which of these topics are contained in a particular document. However, before running this tool over a text it needs to be trained with a corpus of documents, a wordlist and a predetermined number of topics. Every encountered word is included in the wordlist, and the word frequency in the corpus. The words are also split among the different topics. Naturally, different documents and texts may include several topics, but in varying degrees. The resulting numbers on the topics of a text will then be used to cluster the posts. The Troll detection study[6] is an example where this method is used.

2.4.1 Latent Dirichlet Allocation

Given a number of topics to find and a corpus, LDA tries to figure out what these topics are by figuring out which words are associated to them. This is done by assuming that every document in the corpus is composed of a mixture of topics and iterating through them and taking note of the words contained within and assigning them randomly to a topic. This distribution is then improved by iterating through the words in every document multiple times, calculating two things:

1. \( P(\text{topic } t \mid \text{document } d) \), the probability of the proportion of words in \( d \) currently assigned to \( t \), or how prevalent the topic \( t \) is in document \( d \).
2. \( P(\text{word } w \mid \text{topic } t) \), the probability of the proportion of \( w \) to \( t \) over all documents, or how prevalent the word \( w \) is across topics \( t \).

The word \( w \) is then transferred to topic \( t \) with probability \( P(\text{topic } t \mid \text{document } d) \times P(\text{word } w \mid \text{topic } t) \), essentially assuming every word other than the current is in its correct topic and updating the assignment if necessary.
Essentially the algorithm guesses that if a word \( w \) appears in document \( d \) and \( w \) belongs to topic \( t \) then it is expected to find other words from the same topic in the document. If a word is assigned to an incorrect topic, such as when the algorithm is unable to find any other words of the same topic, then there is a chance that word will be reassigned to a more fitting one. These guesses becomes more accurate after each iteration and after a while the assumptions are good enough and i no more need of updating.

2.5 Clustering

Clustering is the method of grouping together different points of data according to a predetermined metric. Data points in the same cluster should be more similar than a data point from another cluster. There exists various methods and algorithms to conduct the clustering, and which the k-means method is one of them.

2.5.1 K-Means method

As mentioned the k-Means method is an algorithm clustering points of data into \( k \) clusters. Every cluster is assigned a mean as a first step of computing the collections and allocating every data point to the closest mean. Calculating a new mean is then done from the newly allocated points of data, redistributing a point whenever its closest mean changes to the new cluster. These two steps are then repeated until the clusters stabilize. It is worth mentioning that while the k-Means method is a NP-complete problem, there fortunately exists efficient heuristic algorithms, sidestepping the issue.

![Demonstration of the standard algorithm](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K-means_clustering)

Fig 1, Example of the k-means algorithm. Picture from: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K-means_clustering
2.6 Previous studies

2.6.1 Information on Twitter

The detection of malicious users in a network is important. According to a study from 2010[1] where the writers studied the topological landscape of Twitter over 85% of the trending topics circulating the network were news related. Moreover, their study indicates every retweet tweet will reach an average number of 1000 users, regardless of the numbers of followers to the account responsible of the original tweet. This process then gets repeated over again almost instantly, signifying the speed of which the information can travel over the social network. Furthermore, this is of greater importance due to more and more people getting their news from social media, according to a Canadian study by Hermida, Fletcher, Korell and Logan[2]. They concluded this from an online survey answered by 1600 participants, where three fifths claimed they got their news from people they followed, followed individual journalists, or other organizations on social media services. The article SOCIAL MEDIA AS BEAT: Tweets as a news source during the 2010 British and Dutch elections[3] also indicates the evolution journalism with the 2010 elections in Great Britain and Netherlands where a quarter of the British and almost half of the Dutch candidates voiced their opinions on Twitter, and an increased amount of them were quoted in the news. This, they suggested, was indicating how the balance of power between the journalist and the source might change in favour of the latter.

When it comes to disinformation, two studies[4, 5] concerning political abuse respective concludes that through various methods it is possible detecting users trying to game the system in their advantage. According to the investigations the methods are possible through a combination of machine learning, topology and content in the case of the former and behavioral patterns in latter case.

2.6.2 Troll detection

While trolls might not only aim to misinform others, it is a part of their repertoire. So how do we find them? A paper[6] from last year by another pair of KTH students addresses the very same subject, namely troll detection, and provides some answers. The focus of their paper was that from a predetermined troll examine if they could create cluster of other possible trolls through various means. Their selected methods of clustering were two types of topic modelling and the k-means method. The key difference between their study and this is the lack of a predetermined troll, instead aiming to detect them on topic modelling and clustering alone. The ability to determine clusters with the k-means algorithm by topic values is further supported by another research paper[7] where the authors used this approach to group together over 8000 different users according to what content they shared from the New York times online paper. These results suggested that these approaches were promising. Another study in the field of troll detection is Accurately Detecting Trolls in Slashdot Zoo via Decluttering[8]. Here the researchers go in depth about identifying trolls in a signed social network and describe an algorithm called TIA (Troll Identification Algorithm). By identifying
possible patterns of malicious activity and then performing a set of decluttering operations counteracting them the authors claim their algorithm is able to determine benign and malicious user in the signed social network. The authors state that these decluttering operations are critical to the algorithm, as benign user might be labeled as a malicious and vice versa otherwise. This could be interesting to use in conjunction with clusters to examine whether the whole set is composed of trolls, or whether this subgroup have its own trolls.

A group of researchers utilized machine learning to determine the statistical possibility of an account owned by a real person was associated with a fake account conducting defamatory activities in their study[9], and a description where it was implemented in a real life situation to stop cases of bullying in a school. This study suggests that there is a methodology to link user to each other through the content of respective account. This could be used for clustering users together by their produced content.

2.6.3 Information credibility

Finally in the article Information Credibility on Twitter[10], the authors analyze whether trending topics on Twitter is newsworthy, in other words if it is credible or not. This is done by examining certain features of the tweets such as the behavior of posting and reposting, content of the post and citation of external sources. Their findings indicate that topics considered trustworthy usually included URLs and deeper trees of propagation than those topics of more untrustworthy nature. Furthermore their results show that in addition to these constraints more trustworthy trending stories on Twitter were usually posted from users with a greater amount of posts and had a source of single or few users. Thus they claimed there is a measurable difference between credible and noncredible tweets and their automatic method of determining this had a precision of 70 to 80 %.

2.6.4 Summary

The studies concerning information on twitter showcases why this is an important issue in the age of information. Furthermore, as the paragraph on troll detection suggest, research have been conducted on this very subject. This might turn out useful to detect trolls, presenting the opportunity to examine proposed metrics of their posts, but hopefully they will remain detectable by just the same metrics. Finally, the credibility of different clusters might provide an interesting point and a hint of the nature of the users therein.
3. Method

3.1 Software used
The language Python was used in conjunction with the following external libraries to construct the programs used in this study: Tweepy, nltk, gensim and scikit-learn[14, 16, 18, 17].

3.2 Gathering the data
A range of search terms were chosen to acquire tweets from possibly malicious members, all whom related to the topic of politics. See appendix 1 for used keywords. The tweets were gathered under a brief period of a few minutes.

Tweets were gathered by using Twitter’s Streaming API, setting up a filtered stream. To this purpose the third party python module tweepy[14] was used. Whenever a status update contained a keyword in the filter the contents of it were saved in their json format for further use. Used keywords are available in appendix 1.

The Streaming API was chosen due to returning more complete results than the alternative, the REST API, from whom the results from queries sent by the API was returned based on Twitter’s own measure of relevancy.

3.3 Clustering the tweets
After gathering a total of 848 tweets the data was first cleaned of stop words, punctuation, words not contained in the US english dictionary and terms only appearing once with the help of the nltk module[16] to properly prepare to the next step by filtering out unnecessary noise. Of these tweets 169, a fifth, were separated from the rest and constructing a corpus with them used in training the lda model. The lda model used was provided by the library gensim[18], setting 10 as the number of wanted topics to find in the constructed corpus. These topics was then inferred onto the rest of the tweets in the set, represented as a vector of to which degree each topic was found in each tweet.

Lastly, the assigned vectors were used in the k-means method to cluster the tweets, setting the number of desired clusters as 5. The library scikit-learn’s[17] k-means method was utilized to compute the clusters, updating the tweets with the resulting cluster indices.

The lda and the k-means methods were picked due to them being deemed promising to detect trolls in the study Troll Detection by Du and Söderberg[6].
3.4 Analyzing the clusters

After the preprocessing the tweets of each clusters were iterated through, fetching the field for the entities contained therein to compile each cluster together. The compiled clusters were then iterated through, counting occurrences of non empty entity fields, url objects contained within the entity and mentions of other users to determine the source usage of users in the different clusters.

Furthermore, the text message contained within every tweet outside of the corpus set were gathered and compiling by cluster into documents. These documents were then passed onto a word cloud generator to help visualize any difference in word usage to possibly help detect a cluster of trolls.
4. Results

4.1 Clusters

*Fig 2, a bar diagram showcasing the distribution of tweets over the five clusters*

The total amount of tweets in each of the 5 clusters, the result of the k-means clustering.
Fig 3.1, topic distribution in a 2 dimensional space
In figure 3.1 and 3.2 the distribution of topics when collapsed to 2 and 3 dimensional space to help visualize the clusters due to the topic vectors of each tweet being 10 dimensional. The decomposition was done with Principal Component Analysis. In fig 3.2 purple corresponds to the colour black in fig 3.1 and orange to yellow.
4.2 Word clouds

The word clouds were generated by the concatenation of every tweet text mapped to a cluster. The bigger the word in the cloud, the greater frequency of its appearance within said cluster. The 4 colours of the clouds carry no actual meaning.

Fig 4.1, word cloud of tweets in cluster 0
Fig 4.2, word cloud of tweets in cluster 1
Fig 4.3, word cloud of tweets in cluster 2
Fig 4.4, word cloud of tweets in cluster 3
Fig 4.5, word cloud of tweets in cluster 4
4.3 Source usage

![Source usage graph]

*Fig 5, Occurrences of entity objects within tweets per cluster*

Represented above is the total count of objects within the entity field of every tweet mapped to its corresponding cluster. As discussed before, the entity field of a tweet may consist of hashtags, url links, mentions of other users and other media. Media refer to in this case pictures, gifs and videos. The entity columns represents if anything was contained in the entity field.
5. Discussion

5.1 Research errors

From figure 2 we can see how the proportion of tweets peer cluster is heavily skewed towards cluster 4. This trend was further observed when the number of clusters was varied, however, the higher the amount of clusters computed with the k-means method the less prominent this variance was between clusters. This might be due to the topics mapped to cluster 4 relate to a slightly higher degree to politics and news. The second biggest cluster’s word cloud, number 1, also showcases this to some degree with terms possibly relating to political news. Moreover, this notion of increased size due to topics associated to news aligns with the earlier discussed paper What is Twitter, a Social Network or a News Media?[1]. Figure 3.1 and 3.2 are furthermore showcasing a concentration of data points, where the colours black and purple corresponds to the cluster of index 4. This explains why the difference of tweets mapped to increases when the amount of clusters to find is set to a lower value.

Furthermore, there is also the possibility of the data set being too small. A larger set than only 848 tweets could provide a better result, but one issue that surfaced during the study was the runtime of the latent dirichlet allocation algorithm and should be taken into consideration in future studies. The topics of gathered tweets would also depend on the current events, which due to being collected during such short time period, limiting the topics found when running the lda algorithm. While the short time span is of certain concern, the usage of common words of a language broadens the amount of tweets found by the filter of the stream. This can be seen in the word clouds of fig 4.1 to 4.5, where the gathering step happened during the vote of k-pop stars. This is most likely due the inclusion of the common word “is”, which was incorporated with reference to the Islamic State terrorist group.

One detail worthy of consideration would be removing any url links from the documents used to compute the word clouds associated with each cluster, due to abundance of them in figures 4.1 - 4.5. Special care should be taken to not remove everything outside the english language lest valuable information of the clouds be lost in the form of hashtags and emojis.
5.2 Noticeable results

A point of interest from the results is cluster 0, where the degree of hashtag usage is in relation to the total amount of entities is higher than the rest. In addition, the corresponding word cloud also features a few prominent terms such as showed, first, trump, vote, award and social, with some of these terms appearing multiple times in the cloud. This might be due to the high number of retweets referring to the same tweet, inflating a few words as seen in figure 4.1 and appendix 2.1. The greater amount of tweets containing hashtags relative to cluster size could be explained by an ongoing vote occurring at the time the data was gathered, which is visible in appendix 2.1.

If any cluster had to pinpointed as a cluster incorporating trolls, the highest probability of finding a user posting fraudulent information with malicious intent would be in the first cluster 0, based on the nature of some of the retweets contained in appendix 2.1.

6. Conclusion

Due to the similar ratios of different entities included in tweets between all but one cluster, the method of detecting trolls by analyzing and inferring topics with a lda model onto tweets and using the k-means method to group the according to those scores and simply summarize included entity objects is not plausible on its own. In a best case scenario it might only provide an indication. But in conjunction with studying the lexical content, such as with word clouds for example, this seems a bit more conceivable as to strengthen this indication. However, to reach a definitive conclusion whether a cluster contains a troll or not there still remains the need to actually read the contents of the tweets of a cluster.
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Appendix 1

Words used to filter tweets, in no particular order:

tump, trumpcare, trump russia, trump putin, trump's, obama, "obama's, obamacare, aca, democrat, dem, gop, republican, president, usa, united states, presidency, trumprussia, racism, breitbart, racist, alt right, fake news, post truth, alt facts, putin, immigration, immigrants, muslim, illegal immigrant, illegal immigrants, taxes, taxation, demonstration, demonstrate, is, isis, daesh, syria, syrian
Appendix 2.1

Compiled document of the text field of every tweet in cluster 0:

@CNN @smerconish #Tapes Depends on what your motives are for taping in the first place. Doubt Trump's is innocent or honorable.
RT @taleenaxbarney: YOONGI IS PERFECT

who else can relate to him tbh

Voting for @BTS_twt for #BTSBBMAs Top Social Artist Award. https://…
RT @kimjovgin: this is accurate and funny https://t.co/aSPccj5Pl
RT @bts_bbmas_vote: SPREAD YOUR WINGS AND FLY HIGH for @BTS_twt for #BTSBBMAs Top social artist. Jhope is funny
RT @ivan4Harwich: @Alison_Inman UKIP is falling apart from top to bottom!
Hey Donald Trump, I heard you like to smell other people’s farts. #Trump2016 May 13, 2017 at 09:45AM
The Office Of Government Ethics May Have Just Trolled Trump #NoOneAboveTheLaw https://t.co/3lzUgpQU1W
Yoongi really is perfect! https://t.co/3sHnW1fsWS
RT @GodIoves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @GodIoves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @GodIoves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @GodIoves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @GodIoves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @GodIoves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @GodIoves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!
RT @Godloves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @Godloves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @Godloves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @Godloves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @Godloves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @Godloves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @Godloves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @Godloves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @Godloves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @Godloves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @faacctt: Psychology says, friendship is not about who you spend the most time with, it’s about who you have the best time with.
RT @Godloves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @GodIoves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @openyurice: eu te amo muito

YOONGI IS PERFECT
vote for @BTS_twt for the Top Social Artist Award #BTSBBMAs https://t.co/iFViqkdAvV
RT @KM_Diksha: Bangtans sleepy fluffball.
I love you.
YOONGI IS PERFECT
I vote for @BTS_twt for the #BTSBBMAs Top Social Artist Aw…
RT @MxrcelStyles94: @BTS_twt I vote for @BTS_twt for the Top Social Artist Award #BTSBBMAs

IS THAT SANDEUL FROM B1A4?!?!
RT @SpecialEyed: @IBigHitEnt @BTS_twt They look even more perfect, all of them. Is that posible?? Xd

I vote #BTSBBMAs for top socia…
RT @taleenaxbarney: YOONGI IS PERFECT

who else can relate to him tbh

Voting for @BTS_twt for #BTSBBMAs Top Social Artist Award. https://…
RT @GodIoves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @tran98901: @BbmasAnalytics YOONGI IS PERFECT I vote for @BTS_twt for the Top Social Artist Award #BTSBBMAs
RT @bts_bbmas_vote: Don’t stop voting for @BTS_twt for #BTSBBMAs Top social artist. RM is genius
RT @GodIoves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @GodIoves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @GodIoves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
Vote @BTS_twt for Top Social Artist #BTSBBMAs that rolex
YOONGI IS PERFECT
RT @GodIoves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE
SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @Indian_stats: a gentle reminder now that Ramadan is coming up:

wtf = wallahi too funny
lmao = laughing my abaya off
af = Astaghfirullah
RT @KM_Diksha: Bangtans sleepy fluffball.
I love you.
YOONGI IS PERFECT
I vote for @BTS_twt for the #BTSBBMAs Top Social Artist Aw…
RT @_newthang: jungkook is the cutest thank you for your time https://t.co/Ub6dQ8YfkV
RT @GodIoves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE
SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
RT @sunnymom25: I'm just gonna say it, IF YOU STILL SUPPORT TRUMP YOU'RE AN
IDIOT  #Trump45
RT @GodIoves: TIMES FIRST LADY MELANIA TRUMP SHOWED OFF MORE THAN SHE
SHOULD HAVE!!

https://t.co/v5kpVEbQG1
Associate Vice President for Faculty Affairs (Administrator III) https://t.co/LZo84HFGXP
RT @Moonri950418: #BTSBBMAs
YOONGI IS PERFECT

yoongi: louder please— https://t.co/l2enmxDFDl
RT @heysthobit: YOONGI IS PERFECT

you are perfect and you are loved

#BTSBBMAs https://t.co/tdL3CpYyLV
That I can make someone scream with joy
RT ME
VOTE @BTS_twt for #BTSBBMAs
YOONGI IS PERFECT
YOONGI IS PERFECT

WHOS PERFECT?? READ THE FIRST WORD AGAIN
RT @Alisson_SL: TRINTA E SEIS

YOONGI IS PERFECT
I am voting for BTS for TOP SOCIAL ARTIST at the #BBMAs. RT to vote! #BTSBBMAs
RT @BbmasAnalytics: either way, YOONGI IS PERFECT
RT @bts_bbmas_vote: I am voting for BTS @BTS_twt for TOP SOCIAL ARTIST at the #BTSBBMAs Eatjin is car door man
RT @deftguk: @BBMAsVotes2017 @BTS_twt y'all we're almost at 200m. this is incredible. i luv us.

I vote @BTS_twt for Top Social Artist Awa...
Oito
I voted for @BTS_twt Top Social Artist Awards #BTSBBMAs
YOONGI IS PERFECT
RT @MxrcelStyles94: @BTS_twt I vote for @BTS_twt for the Top Social Artist Award #BTSBBMAs

+ Jin: y is sandeul the oldest?
Jimin: beca...
@BeatleBlair @CNN @CNNOpinion drunk on that Trump Koolaid. The only trustworthy media now is trumps twitter.
RT @PopsicleJokez: Donald Trump https://t.co/O908Kz4Xr7
RT @pyarivampire: Guys follow him he is good tweep https://t.co/mr4wO9NldO
RT @VPressSec: .@VP Mike Pence: 'Radical Islamic Terrorists' Are 'the Embodiment of Evil in Our Times' https://t.co/ZODCWxc9Ib
#BTSBBMAs
Sessenta e três
YOONGI IS PERFECT
I vote for @BTS_twt for the #BBMAs Top Social Artist Awards
RT @LinaStylesHoran: Amo este FanArt.

I vote for @BTS_twt for the Top social Award #BTSBBMAs YOONGI IS PERFECT
https://t.co/IGuvHXfnNW
YOONGI IS PERFECT !
I choose to vote for @BTS_twt for the #BBMAs Top Social Artist Award #BTSBBMAs
This is my vote for @BTS_twt for the #BTSBBMAs Top social artist Award
RT @nguyuyen11: This is my vote for @BTS_twt for the #BBMAs this yeat Top social artist Award #BTSBBMAs
RT @Wendys: .@carterjwm is now the most retweeted tweet of all-time. That’s good for the nuggets, and $100k to @DTFA. Consider...
RT @NBCNewYork: This is what it looks like right now in Times Square https://t.co/6mMzAnH3HP https://t.co/BvyOhs7DJq
Sessenta e três YOONGI IS PERFECT

I vote for @BTS_twt for the #BBMAs Top Social Artist Awards #BTSBBMAs
RT @djoko96: I vote for @BTS_twt for the Top Social Artist Award #BTSBBMAs
YOONGI IS PERFECT
Best bias wrecker ever https://t.co/eO5tOeoV...
RT @R0rschachs_Face: When the book you reALLy rEALLY want is $50 ;--;-
I vote for @BTS_twt for #BTSBBMAs Top social artist. I need you YOONGI IS PERFECT
RT @JoelOsteen: Character is developed in the tough times, when we’re not getting our way but we keep doing the right thing.
RT @wilw: There really is a tweet for everything. https://t.co/JsmGWdf0i4
Watch: President Donald Trump gives Liberty University commencement speech
https://t.co/78K30QgpCA https://t.co/jgyDeOiONv

President Don…
RT @giihhlovato12: Min Yoongi me inspira! Por isso amo demais ele!

"YOONGI IS PERFECT"
I voted for #BTSBBMAs https://t.co/ErDTahMAZe
Will Trump Be Impeached? https://t.co/olbkFNn8N via @moneymorning

Tick Tick, Tick Tock the time is closer.
RT @hmbcoastlivin15: patience is virtue…your time will come. #DontStress
YOONGI IS PERFECT #BTSBBMAs fourteen
Brad’s reaction is my best mate’s every time i tell him of my "adventures"
RT @kaskusone: 170513 ‘도둑놈 도둑놈’/Bad Thief Good Thief (Seohyun's drama) is trending #1 on Naver & Daum real time search (22:28 KST) https://…
RT @ScottPresler: Congratulations to graduates of Liberty University. Can’t wait to hear Trump's commencement speech.
#Trump45…
RT @1allaboutbts: Day13:[ Oh My God ] #BTSBBMAs @BTS_twt Top Social Artist Award

Q#23: BTS is first Kpop group to be nominated for?
RT @Bookstexts: “I don’t love clichés, but there are times when the only way to say something is the way it’s been said hundreds of times b…
RT @bts_bbmas_vote: Vote for @BTS_twt for TOP SOCIAL ARTIST at the #BTSBBMAs Tae is handsome
These are qualities EVERY politician should have. https://t.co/POEWuYvB0G
RT @tribelaw: What's the constitutional import of Trump's demand for Comey's loyalty?
Read this : https://t.co/CeurWEQz5C
Nove
I voted for @BTS_twt Top Social Artist Awards #BTSBBMAs
YOONGI IS PERFECT
YOONGI IS PERFECT !!
TREASURE HIM MORE LOVE HIM MORE ♡♥♡

I vote @BTS_twt for Top Social Artist Award #BTSBBMAs https://t.co/SbwRpzuow6
Perfect recap of Trump’s news week. https://t.co/oHpZa0yHBz
Because of Donald Trump's presidential win, here has been a temporary evil win over good. But good will reassert itself and evil will lose!!
RT @DEARBANGTANB: Onze YOONGI IS PERFECT
I vote for @BTS_twt for Top Social Artist Award #BTSBBMAs
today for the first time in my life i poured the milk first instead of the cereal.... if that isn't a
sign, idk what is
@SecondLady imagine Trump as a Muslim.
The full scenario of the shortest best movie
starring Trump as a Muslim is h… https://t.co/iWQKj2NzRt
RT @thehill: GOP senator threatens to block Trump's CIA nominee
https://t.co/vcL2ZMRZWQ https://t.co/pitRqrqysU7
RT @RashtrapatiBhvn: #PresidentMukherjee paid homage to Shri Fakruddin Ali Ahmed,
former President of India on his Birth Anniversary at…
Appendix 2.2

Compiled document of the text field of every tweet in cluster 1:

#Disobey #Hate #Jesus #Bible #Faith
https://t.co/Ey8s9lK8o7
Gen 15:16a
The INIQUITY of the Amorite is not yet full.
@God uses WICKED nations
RT @David_Minaj19: @NICKIMINAJ Is:
Rapper
Actress
Songwriter
Model
Voice actress
fashion designer
Celebrity
Friend
QUEEN OF RAP  …
Salvation is not verified by a past act, but by present fruitfulness.  John MacArthur
#representChrist #salvation #ChristianRep
Iconic https://t.co/YP5nXkYJPc
RT @RepAdamSchiff: Mr. President, if there are "tapes" relevant to the Comey firing, it's because you made them and they should be pro…
@gamespot This is clickbaity af, its Shantae. This was announced yesterday.
RT @SocialistHealth: Corbyn's policies would be considered mainstream in the Norwegian Labour Party. Their last leader is now Secretary Gen…
RT @junhuiarchive: his bareface is so pretty  https://t.co/GGq9Rf9jHH
RT @QueerXiChisme: This is 45's attempt to use xenophobia against Central Americans(by emphasizing persecution of gangs)to create a na…
@LFC_INDONESIAN an indirect free kick (or direct free-kick for deliberate hand ball) is awarded the ball is touched… https://t.co/uTIFdQZPu1
RT @VolRecruiting98: Man this recruiting class is already starting off sooooooo strong who's next!?!?
RT @GaryLineker: Given the wording of the law the referee is correct to disallow Mahrez's penalty but clearly not what the law was written… ranked tilts me even when i win, the level of autism is ridiculous
8 yr old Gabriel Taye hanged himself after being bullied in school. Did I mention only 8 yrs. old? This is terrible… https://t.co/57JtxJHIF5
@mattie @ksylor @Elisabete @mysticvalleymcs …students from families of different means) requires thoughtful balance… https://t.co/k105Hv95ln
DHS ONLY Investigates 1% Of Sexual Assaults In Immigration Detention Centers
https://t.co/EHRMDupz13 https://t.co/3J8CJ6Gb6t #resist #vaw
RT @RepAdamSchiff: Mr. President, if there are "tapes" relevant to the Comey firing, it's because you made them and they should be pro…
@foxandfriends re Judge Jeanine; Trump is on a mission to rule the world and all have his mark of the beast under his dictated eco system
RT @SoDamnTrue: yellow is such a pretty color it's so happy and dreamy i love yellow https://t.co/5dBewAHaAl domain name is up for sale, you can purchase it here https://t.co/5dBewAHaAl #kik #sale #domain #name
RT @velvetpjm: taehyung is doing the lords work, making them all do those thrusts #BTSBBMAs https://t.co/qQFgM68z6a
RT @ricsl1600: There is nobody more terrible than the desperate. - Suvorov, Alexander #ALDUBEBMomsDay
RT @MilanEye: BILD confirm Ricardo Rodriguez is set to join Milan for €18m+€3m bonuses https://t.co/MQopKe88bR
https://t.co/Qsz83Hn7wp domain name is up for sale, you can purchase it here https://t.co/Qsz83Hn7wp #kik #sale #domain #name
RT @JebJournal: George would always write down all of Trump's barbs and how I should respond but then Trump would say different stuff and I…
RT @LGBTHM: The People's Film Club is a network of activists from across the UK that uses film and cinema to promote human... https://t.co/…
RT @StarbaseCo: What is Starbase? You can learn in 2 minutes. https://t.co/r0pQ4Js3VM
#blockchain
#starbase
RT @Ashton5SOS: Oh fuck off, this is fantastic https://t.co/9S0KWWWTQw
https://t.co/I9YybNz0Ex domain name is up for sale, you can purchase it here https://t.co/I9YybNz0Ex #kik #sale #domain #name
RT @Ronald_vanLoon: What is the difference between AI, Machine Learning, NLP, and Deep Learning? | #MachineLearning #Artificialintelli…
@iamfayetara @MimiMhiKai a lot of my friends are recommending this to me. But I am busy so I will watch this in our… https://t.co/BEpxg2ChhG
RT @CassperNyovest: The world is your oyster. https://t.co/pA6FkiikiO
RT @TrueFactsStated: With his bizarre behavior/signs of mental illness-Republicans still avoid talk of 25th A. What would Trump have to do…
RT @Morris_Chestnut: What most matters, is to focus on what matters most.
RT @POSPOTHUS: @ok_isla @NickMadincea13 @ananavarro My thoughts exactly… Why else would they not investigate this clown unless t…
@Governor_LePage I hope no $$ from Maine tax payers are funding your attendance. https://t.co/VLkgCu94DS
@FoxNews @jorgeramosnews /Jorge, stop resembling a huge idiot w/your ramblings.Mexico IS ALREADY PAYING! US has red… https://t.co/6Pu7WQEkC
3 FREE printable flower wraps! Perfect for weddings, birthdays and for our readers living in the USA who are... https://t.co/Rj9adjfdD
RT @fabiana_amorim: this is the TRUE crowd!!!!!! #Lisbon #Portugal #WeLoveJamesTw
@JamesTWmusic https://t.co/vgnAMYyATs
When you got plans after work, working is hell
@TARDIS75 @johnnyv_muscle Yeah. This appalled me. And this is also unusual.
Everyone is writing about it. #guthealth @DailyMailUK https://t.co/ysQVzBM64C
"#Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world." - Nelson Mandela #quotes https://t.co/Axel0Pbyje
RT @24ReginaldS: Lmao so my sis was getting annoyed by her kids and decide to
demonstrate to them how they be acting well my nephew...
@smertonish hard to take word of police when top cop Sessions is a felon himself!
RT @OfficialFPL: For those 168,026 Caballero owners asking whether he receives penalty
save points for Mahrez's missed spot kick, th...
RT @janrobinjackson: @BEyedWoman @Morgawr41 @jonfavs @BeauWillimon Some are
crooks and exploiters (GOP leadership) and some are just sad cr...
RT @HRP_palaces: #OTD in 1568: Mary Queen of Scots’ army is defeated in Scotland.
Mary flees to seek refuge from Elizabeth I, but is...
RT @RawStory: WATCH: Explosive Dutch documentary says Trump has deep ties to
Russia's mafia underworld https://t.co/ir9ndxOwa1 https://t.co...
RT @JohnDingell: The Titanic avoided icebergs, with few exceptions.
https://t.co/pWo2u2PmHY
RT @realDonaldTrump: It's almost like the United States has no President - we are a
rudderless ship heading for a major disaster. Good luck...
RT @DrChubbyy: When WHO says infants should be breastfed exclusively for 6 months, we
won't listen. https://t.co/9osJUZHvHz
My budget is tight sometimes how do you deal with allowances? https://t.co/IeAOdjRD7U
https://t.co/MJyxBjkJ9J
RT @JoyAnnReid: At what point does the public have the right to at least inquire as to the
stability of the president? Seems a fair...
@digvijaya_28 Civilised society claim diggy is most dangerous creature in the country
precisely persona with lascivious overdose
RT @MAGIC_PROD_XXX: NATURAL'S PUSSY IS TIGHT AS FUCK .... FROM M.A.G.I.C.
PRODUCTIONS ... ===. https://t.co/TYTg2RMQ0I https://t.co/gPmPBEX...
outside of a horse, a dog is a man's best friend; inside a horse, it's much too dark to read
Resit is playing poker! https://t.co/iiiQwpHL0
Plant City #FL #USA - WELDERS NEEDED PLANT CITY - The Welder will use specialized
equipment to... https://t.co/9w16SedEjb #JOB #TAMPA #JOBS
RT @Evan_McMullin: The Vice President is a witting fabler, who feigns an earnest gaze
while justifying the unjustifiable. https://t.co/0Cok...
RT @Ashton5SOS: Oh fuck off, this is fantastic https://t.co/9S0KWWWtQw
Egyptian President Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi is calling on the international community to lift an
arms embargo on Li... https://t.co/C0O9YnQi2T
RT @JohnJHarwood: any aide who told Trump that Democrats would applaud Comey firing
is either really stupid or insane https://t.co/ENyiHdqX...
RT @babyhyogi: this is whats in the corner of my room when I have sleep paralysis
https://t.co/brgQ0SY4mf
It's almost as though the oh-so-political FBI were working for Obama's pro-Islamist policy,
not protecting America

36
It is 15:42 CEST now

@Russian_Starr If Putin was smart he would be making deals right now. A win^3.

Impeachment would give DJT ratings, P…

RT @DonaldJTrumpJr: Of course it was. Is anyone surprised by this based on their character? Easy to do when media will blindly follow! http...

RT @rydhhhaf: WHO WEARS JEANS FR RAYA?????? bro https://t.co/qhkMSnFA3B

RT @J_amesp: So, the timeline of yesterday's hack is curious. To say the least.

"Living in the past is very dangerous to the future"

#positivity #fun #mindfulness #MarkRobbinsNetwork #JoinUs…

RT @For_Cripes_Sake: I just signed up to donate $15/month. Donations are being matched and are tax deductible. https://t.co/dQiyW6m0YL

RT @allofvalentina: the queen of CLUB is missing the CLUB KIDS RUNWAY…. now if that ain't some bullshit idk what is https://t.co/cnAoLGM6…

RT @WorldStarFunny: When your squad is at a party… https://t.co/ED8ZwDkB5b

RT @lovebscott: #NorthWest is over all of it! https://t.co/IDtlEVfxG0

All I watch is Yoruba movies lol and Ghana movies lol

@nellaayyee__ That shit is so lame

Success is not final, failure is not fatal: it is the courage to continue that counts.-

#WinstonChurchill

RT @itzzkait: Homophobes: the gays are forcing their sexuality onto their kids

Straight ppl, to a 4 year old girl talking to a boy: IS THAT…

@NateGearyWGR bc it's craft beer and the liquor authority says the ABV is too high for two people https://t.co/hqLOjsankf

RT @pettycommajared: POTUS publicly threatened the FBI Director on Twitter. That's a bad thing. The President should be a champion of law &…

Spicy could use the time off...maybe take up kiteboarding? I hear Obama loves it! https://t.co/YpcHdDmXhd

RT @DonaldJTrumpJr: Of course it was. Is anyone surprised by this based on their character? Easy to do when media will blindly follow! http…

True story https://t.co/EkLVexoqru

RT @lovebscott: #NorthWest is over all of it! https://t.co/IDtlEVfxG0

Because of people can break the law and I did a church to avoid the law or prosecution what good is our judicial system

RT @peddoc63: Gowdy would be an excellent pick for #FBI Director

He reveres the law, is loyal to our Republic and doesn't take an…

RT @sydwell_xolani: Lol he definitely getting dough now https://t.co/0i0WuGYUcb

RT @JoyAnnReid: At what point does the public have the right to at least inquire as to the stability of the president? Seems a fair…

RT @NkirukaNistoran: FG,@MBuhari freed B'Haram &amp; holding #Biafra there only crime is to believe in self determination for achieving thei…

RT @kiiaspeaks: They arrested Jesus for doing God's work too. https://t.co/B0vzOWh16m

RT @jerome_corsi: COMEY furious at HOW he was FIRED https://t.co/FAYXtpFnOI Trump made sure COMEY could not CLEAN OUT HIS DESK. Sessions ha…
RT @drbenwhite: Jeremy Hunt is accountable for security flaws in #nhscyberattack. This should've been addressed system-wide...
@Lecccy Are you trying to say this is me?!
RT @Nomysahir: #IndiaBreedingISIS India is financer of terrorism !! UN should take notice
https://t.co/ksBWfFfgLD
RT @champagnefeel: COLLEGE IS NOT AN EXCUSE TO CHEAT
DISTANCE IS NOT AN EXCUSE TO CHEAT
ARGUING IS NOT AN EXCUSE TO CHEAT
CHEATING IS NOT...
RT @kiaspeaks: They arrested Jesus for doing God's work too. https://t.co/B0vzOWhl6m
RT @journalsfire: Justin is a fucking force of the nature https://t.co/dtuv4A6b2c
RT @TrafficwatchNI: #Newry:PSNI advise there's been an RTC on the Fathom line affecting traffic heading towards Omeath. Road is closed with...
RT @SirPareshRawal: @iamsrk is undoubtedly a very good orator with impeccable English n articulated n with sharp sense of wit n humour. htt...
@LinearProbe @driscoll86 @LiddlesallSport Setting alarms is probably easier
RT @Fluffyumin: Minseok is made up of 50% fluff, cuteness , sunshines, rainbows, happiness smiles and 50% kitty vibes https://t.co/aohB...
RT @ShwnMnds98: My pride is all I got #ShawnBBMAs @ShawnMendes omm.. check it out https://t.co/nzKpq92bHc
An underground community of 'sneakerheads' is using bots to corner the market on rare sneakers https://t.co/h7gwRWAmc7
RT @vrxbxl: which cascada song is more iconic woah, touka is probably getting a lot of backlash from the fandom rn..
RT @101brosforlife: hyungseob: just how fab minki hyung is?
dongho: pretty fab
dongho: perhaps too fab

#produce101 https://t.co/KqnSC2SN...
RT @EvancMcMullin: The Vice President is a witting fabler, who feigns an earnest gaze while justifying the unjustifiable. https://t.co/OCok...
RT @andydunnmirror: Forty-three yellows and four reds in four seasons for club and country. Should have been 43 ands 5. Fernandinho IS that...
@sij_jessianjung My head isn't big but my forehead is kinda wide.
RT @UnrevealedTips: New Jersey is the only state where it is required for animals to wear a seat belt. The fine could be up to $1000
They are getting what they always wanted. Change all the laws to help them, and have a stooge to blame in the end. https://t.co/LbErOMZHyw
RT @MatthewACherry: Is that ImpeachMint on the bottom? https://t.co/fenMsxxKTl
Yes, men talking shit should be cause for them to suffer the death penalty. Right? Women would never talk like this... https://t.co/FiKkq0oN0n
RT @arilegend: Emma Mae Jenkins is coming https://t.co/TzGqw4rzPa
RT @tressiemcpdh: Also because black people benefit when there is a corner of the world where we can pretend to be free for five damn minut...
RT @ConservativeC14: #Liberals becoming unhinged says #CNN. CNN won't admit they &amp; #Democrats r a big part of the problem. #fakenews

Everyone wants John Wall to run for president now - In case you haven't heard by now, John Wall had one of the ... https://t.co/p2fbla1oas

RT @ajplus: Watch these high schoolers grill their congressman on sexual assault and Trumpcare. https://t.co/fHh2pAoqnn

RT @jiminthrusts: celestial boy doesn't deserve any hates for not whitewashing and should be protected bc she's a fansite that appreci...

RT @WiseGuy_wes27: Fuck what you talking bout. This shit is weird asf. https://t.co/sVpgLkX32o

RT @dixiefortrump: Poll: 48 Percent in Paul Ryan's District Would Vote for a Replacement - Breitbart https://t.co/yhXwvJWP3x

@steve_j_h @ConfessionsExMu @SohanDsouza @AndrewBLeh @screenstarr @ClaudeL1979 Apparently because they're the only... https://t.co/74k8CHkgxa

RT @armandodkos: Trump/Sessions selection of the acting and permanent FBI director is a conflict of interest https://t.co/TjDuCH0fWF

The environment is everything that isn't me.

RT @olgaNYC1211: Trump, Felix Sater and Giuliani are in Deep SHIT!! Thanks to our Dutch partners for leaking this money laundering s...

This is it.
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Because you can't. No one can. No one. Not a single person. Oh, some of his comrades and minions and children try.... https://t.co/QYRNYIRNsu

RT @PrisonReformMvt: KING: Trump isn't turning into a nightmare — he's always been one - NY Daily News https://t.co/Loa1LKKayw

RT @kyuju32810: In celebration of Mother's Day tmr, let's enjoy a dance between Kyu & his mum plus a sweet kiss! bonus: a protect...

RT @thaisp_13: YOONGI IS PERFECT
If you take away music from my life, there would be nothing left.”  - Min Yoongi

#BTSBBMAs https://…

RT @funder: Trump fired Comey—which is a clear abuse of power & part of his #TrumpRussia coverup—RT if u agree vid: @skenigsberg https://t…

RT @lorrainepascale: English wholemeal muffins and meditation... new blog post is up https://t.co/5TD8w9cwO2 Have a great day ❤️ https://t…

RT @Anele_Nzimande: The good thing about hitting rock bottom -- is that the only way to go is up.

RT @FemaleTexts: This little girl thought she was a princess... this is the cutest thing I've seen all day ❤️ https://t.co/23PokkXwdV

Ama Venda aya overheat(a) makbanda so ne?? Explains why this one's omunye is outchea whyling

RT @MarioAndretti: Very exciting quali #SpanishGp #F1 @LewisHamilton and Vettel #Seb5 so close!! But the bonus for spanish fans is Fernando…

RT @MuslimIQ: US companies are hiring child soldiers from Africa to fight USA's military campaigns in Iraq. Smh

Via @MJibranNasir

https://…

Happy International Migratory Bird Day! #DYK Southwest Ontario is one of the best spots in North America for migrat… https://t.co/MWBxhSzVj4

RT @Jeon_Yuni_: @MYoongi_0309 @ARMY_League our YOONGI IS PERFECT I LOVE HIM

#BTSBBMAs

RT @TheAtlantic: Trump and his advisors believe loyalty to the country and loyalty to him are the same thing, @peterbeinart writes…

RT @F1LZ4HHH: it's halfway past May, puasa is coming then it's raya??? It was just new year the other day??? time doesn't make much sense t…

RT @gentle: my heart is so tired

RT @LovLikeJesus: God is the ONLY one that can change someone. Leave it in his hands.

RT @codykeenan: A great thing about working for @BarackObama is that we never had to scrap our whole day at 9am because he threw a tantrum…

Good & bad https://t.co/kJZ2rDYbN
RT @gentle: my heart is so tired
RT @sillystrauss: Remember when he wrote those sticky papers for his fans saying "don't loose weight" Now is our turn to say to him
YOONGI I...
Hoses are shocking pink narcissusses are pink tar is sweet, and so on.
@JimVandeHei @jonathanvswan And really visible in this chart from @WSJ. The only place stressed is DC. Meanwhile… https://t.co/AeHsNlhMOv
The boys really understands the fans https://t.co/NdFTrylS1e
RT @bangtaened: "YOONGI IS PERFECT" trending worldwide yes fam we all agree to this #BTSBBMAs https://t.co/iNw8BRMtrn
My horse is a spoiled brat, and I'm to blame.
Is today a good day to head to the beach? Check out conditions with our beach web cam page! https://t.co/lARtzHzX8i… https://t.co/DbpCGgOyLG
death grips is true norwegian black metal https://t.co/zQyG5ZHqjB
This is gonna be Cole in like a few days https://t.co/1MYebHRKKm
Week 12: Love Your Body - Because Happy is Beautiful. https://t.co/wY23GEqh3g
Oh man I'm seeing @ckymusic tonight and the 14 year old me is screaming at me with happiness. I'm also nervous as hell! Don't ask why xD
RT @ThtAmbitiousGuy: I'm not sure if some of y'all are old enough to remember Romeo and bow wows beef but this picture is about to reign…
RT @wheremybabsat: im sorry but there is just no way 5 year olds should be on the same team as 14 year olds. the age gap is WAY to big...
RT @olgaNYC1211: Wow!!! Trump's Former Partners Russian Mobster Sater and Kazakh Gangster Arif's Lawsuit Can Reveal Trump's Dirty Dealings…
RT @seli_na_w: I was shipping them back then when CS wasnt even a thing lmao https://t.co/DRt0JipZUh

Ohhh my god greys last week is stressing me out so much
Swaragini – Friendship and Love is different Character Intro 1 https://t.co/Poa05JtScQ
#Equity is at the heart of #competency. Learn more in #edequity series: https://t.co/OV61fnYwY3 @CompetencyWorks
A joyful heart is good medicine, but a crushed spirit dries up the bones. (Proverbs 17:22)
RT @wtw_malaysia: Bf/gf/spouse who quits smoking is a keeper, coz they love you &amp; your future children.
RT @peterdaou: This Macron answer would get blank stares in the US.

(via @asie) https://t.co/AHUauy4fan
RT @gentle: my heart is so tired
RT @samswey: White supremacy is the power to obstruct investigations into your own criminal activity while sending more black an…
RT @AmazinVoices: I'm literally speechless, this is amazing https://t.co/BcOFHyrOWk
RT @jknandha7: @Gurmeetramrahim I like milk to much .. It is good for our health
#CowMilkParty
#BTSBBMAs

love is not over
i love how all the replies on his tweets are about how mad everyone is at him and how they're gonna vote him out it warms my heart
This is an excellent article and imp for many in RW. Its time to be smart. Esp whn things r finally moving in the r… https://t.co/2d0UQwU8td
RT @deerlion_: Monbebe's selca day is so aesthetic everyone is so pretty i am shook
RT @behaviorlady: The year is winding down. Emotions are strong. Shower our scholars with love and compassion. https://t.co/DXbFzpFaOY
RT @MHDRZQR: this is what my lil dude gave my mum during Mother's Day and he wrote "Ryel give mama $2 because mama always give…
@MartyScurrl Long live #TheVillain! This is too sweet!
@ShaiHussain It's been a while....hope all is going good!
RT @BartBaker: #Jimin is love ❤️ #Jimin is life ❤️ I'm #1 Jimin fan 4 life @HarleyPlays
@BTS_twt @bts_bighit @Koreaboo #BTS https://t.co…
Low unemployment and "the curve" https://t.co/1ZOriTRxExe via @wordpressdotcom
RT @ethereallhoseok: are yall fucking serious u fucking fucktards who fucking said that are yall im https://t.co/cZw2Re1Yvr
RT @Vivo_India: The #VIVOIPL Fan Park is back! Join us at our Fan Parks and stand a chance to win a VIVO Smart Phone. #VivoIndia…
RT @lvAbbas: But behind all your stories is always your mother's story, because hers is where yours begins
Love you Amma…
RT @khankiso: The FBI Is Talking And They Saying That Trump Is Interfering With The Russia Investigation via @politicususa https://t.co/gF6…
RT @hannahpugh2: I just want someone that is all about me and no one else
RT @Riley_Carr: sometimes ya have to take the long way home cause the windows are down, the sky is lookin pretty, and the music sounds too…
RT @FemalePains: this kid is going places https://t.co/E2rjPjVtK4
@NGSuperEagles @ColinUdoh @IdahPeterside Musa is on the bench Iheanacho's career is at a standstill and Iwobi has lost his place
RT @brokenspell77: I'm not coping at all right now #Robron #Dryan ❤❤ Danny is lovely and Ryan is such a cutie. Love them boys❤❤ htt…
RT @SkyjamesXXX: What an honour it was to get to work with the one and only @mrPam @ProwlerAwards she's is One of the nicest people…
RT @TheUltimateLale: No one is on the cover of Men's Fitness this month?

Tragic https://t.co/CnupVuq6tM
RT @JONAZVASQUEZ: I have a theory tarjei is secretly in love with henrik
迫不及Wall is the only good thing to happen to DC since November
https://t.co/6kJcHaygso
RT @911PSY: The day you stop caring what other people think about you, is the day you start enjoying life.
RT @bieberfond: this is easily one of Justin's best songs on journals https://t.co/QAC7yfx8Jx
WalangKapalit MARVOREE

The greatest gift you can give someone is your time, your attention, your love, your concern.

RT @Ieagueone: So I'm here playing seasons on FUT and this guy is in game chat with his mic in, turn this up I'm crying what the a...
RT @PFF: Is the Madden curse really a thing? Cover stars see an average PFF grade drop on 8.0 in the year they are on the co...
A gaping, black hole of a human being: https://t.co/LqQ4YmLF3
RT @JoshuaEaston79: @brianstelter He should just make official what we've all known for years....

Fox news is the propaganda arm of the re...
RT @LostAtHogwarts: This is too much    https://t.co/Xsjp2GYjf2
RT @ledlieu: Rosenstein had a distinguished career. He's now throwing it all away by being Trump's lapdog. He can fix it by appointing spec...
The "Melrose Place" actor is putting his hat in the ring due to the fact that nothing really matters anymore anyway ...  
I'm home and now my mum is drunk and crying again sfdff
RT @booknerdfession: “I told her once I wasn’t good at anything. She told me survival is a talent.”
— Susanna Kaysen, Girl, Interrupted
RT @NYDailyNews: ONE OF OURS: Freaky fish hunter humping dead shark is an ex-NYPD cop https://t.co/G0aZmvu059 https://t.co/nSyYUREZbo
my hair is too thick not to have one
RT @nicktheandersen: a giant unidentified dead thing is decomposing off the coast of the indonesian island of seram

and nobody knows w...
RT @jackglenn30: When the buzzfeed quiz says i'm Joey https://t.co/uGn7xO6EiU
RT @icedNylor: This is a tattoo removal via chemical burn not infected tattoo #Allahbagiotak #googlejugaada https://t.co/kclbPDSTQn
RT @bangtaened: "YOONGI IS PERFECT" trending worldwide yes fam we all agree to this #BTSBBMAs https://t.co/iNw8BRMtm
@SharonStone10 Thank you for sharing this with us. We really mean it when we say that your EON Account's purpose is to bring joy to you!
RT @cloudedsilver: @JoeJoejoe2312xx @JoRichardsKent @EmBacklund Yes I'm afraid so. "Immigrants took your jobs/NHS" is a simple story....
RT @Jen15801271: Yoongi is perfect it's trending and I'm so happy, look at him and his precious face ; ; vote @Bts_twt for #BTSBBMAs https...
RT @darxina: Massu: "NEWS is not NEWS without Tegoshi"

Masuda responds to worried fans. Thank you
Appendix 2.4

Compiled document of the text field of every tweet in cluster 3:

RT @ThomasRhett: Meet Willa Gray Akins! I can't believe our daughter is finally home Thank you to everyone who prayed every single…
RT @ThomasRhett: Meet Willa Gray Akins! I can't believe our daughter is finally home Thank you to everyone who prayed every single…
I see people use the "downhill" term negatively, and I see some use it positively.

So I'm curious

How do you use it?
Going downhill is a
Graduation season is upon us! #CongratsGrad @ Sam Houston State University https://t.co/f9L0QuzpmJ
But he said to me, “My grace is sufficient for you, for my power is made perfect in weakness.” Therefore …… https://t.co/4ZLqvRuGSF
@djswiftyog Wont go Into detail but trick of the trade Is to take a Viagra &amp; when you walk around the women think you have a natural bigger
RT @JoyAnnReid: Today's must-read: in Russiagate unlike Watergate, the crime is worse than the coverup, and the GOP less honorable. https:/…
A little humor today for all the #Supermoms out there! Hoping this weekend is wonderful for you. For all you... https://t.co/nfES4fjWRJ
RT @Milaidhoo: Breakfast is here. Can we tempt you? https://t.co/Rpwp9QJIEL #Milaidhoo #TTOT #foodporn #luxurytravel #wanderlust…
RT @F1LZ4HHH: so it's like time is c r a w l i n g and flying at the same time to me haha what is life
RT @itsBlairWaldorf: Whenever the waiter comes by to ask how the food is, I’m always like https://t.co/9cNmpJ5xfF
RT @hstapanghosh: These sayings of CM @MamataOfficial 's favorite imam doesn't disturb 'secularism'? Will @TMC leaders respond? https://t.c…
When Barack Obama got up on stage in Europe to attack eating habits in the United States, his White House chef... https://t.co/b6jR5oSY80
RT @RamCinemas: Our #Vivegam Teaser Celebration is trending at #16 On YouTube Watch @ https://t.co/ZVQ9c0GHOS https://t.co/IGF6bpT7TD
RT @hobisensei: IF YOU THINK HE'S NOT PERFECT IT'S AN IMPERFECT THOUGHT BC YOONGI IS PERFECT I PERFECTLY THINK SO  #BTSBBMAs
RT @girlschssoccer6: The girls soccer program is having a car wash today at Jonna's Market! Please come and support!! It is from 10-2! tbh i want to see an angry jimin and like i want to see how the members will deal with it especially taehyung since he is his bestfriend @KWintie @Bi11_fO5ter This guy isn't the exception..he's the norm from the audience. Like "why is Kristie so mad" I... https://t.co/HpsirOnzya
RT @BbmasAnalytics: YOONGI IS PERFECT is trending worldwide, #BTSBBMAs https://t.co/Bx2d9QJhf4
Today I will be tweeting with #ownyourgreatness @Depend is #hosting me #ad
RT @bestsofjb: Justin singing in acapella is so beautiful in every way https://t.co/qd5yM4UE7D
RW: And Trump trolls the idiots without mercy. You think I'm like Nixon? Here's a photo op of me with
RT @TravelIndustry: Fascinating, fun & beautiful! The @ncwhm is a must visit museum in your travels to OKC Located in the @OKCadventure…
Apparently @SenTedCruz is getting his way. Cruz & his @GOP colleagues must be so proud watching women & children di… https://t.co/daeTXY8xy6
RT @BANGTANOPHILIC: YOONGI IS PERFECT
It's trending worldwide and we all agree to this ș Share your favorite Yoongi picture, quote, or…
RT @jaketapper: "But the scars were still apparent, with one White House official asking: 'Do you think we're liars?'"
https://t.co/ACQ9r9…
"This very moment is a seed from which the flowers of tomorrow's happiness grow." Start #SocialSeed planting today. https://t.co/PzJXjicbMo
See, this is why I don't begrudge people for not interacting. (msg me if you want image descriptions) https://t.co/5XrpsHQqA
RT @ZuZingh: That boy John Wall is toooooo clean. Pulled up to Game 6 like Shane McMahon. No way he was losing. https://t.co/silt8WXnJ5
The Summer Fine Arts & Craft Fair is today from 10am-5pm in Historic Cocoa Village. Today and tomorrow only! Check it out.
RT @foolskam: I'll keep listening to my favorite song while skam is on hiatus https://t.co/tevLNK4hMr
A Mother is like a flower #IoweitToYou @orient_electric https://t.co/TnWnimD9eQ
RT @sexIives: If I date you, my goal is to marry you, build with you, grow with you. I'm not dating you to pass time, I see potential in yo…
RT @JennLaFleur: Misha is telling a story about Maison thinking infinity meant death and West was like "no, it means forever! Like today!"…
RT @Psycho_Infidel: "Far right" is a term used against native citizens who want to keep identity/race/country recognisable. This is not…
RT @Musicnews_feed: Album of the week - Harry Styles' debut self titled album is a soft indie-rock masterpiece and is quite impressive f…
RT @ClinicEscort: Today's blockade of KY's one abortion clinic is a trial run for July when the same terrorists return for a full week http…
RT @Veteran4Trump: How is Hillary Clinton not under investigation? Perhaps the Democrats should be asking why is she not being prosecu…
RT @KennethToro9: @dccomicsinfo Seductress as most people think. She is naturally beautiful but rarely does she treat anyone as if sh…
RT @CommonWhiteGirl: This is unbelievable. Kids minds are like sponges fam. https://t.co/x5ICSzjGhG
RT @NaomiNeo_: IS YOUR MOM LIKE THIS?! https://t.co/XDKoHYiL4F
Trump visit at Liberty University, Are they wearing, "Make The American Confederacy Great Again" hats? McConnell & SESSIONS must be elated!
RT @ineedarealPOTUS: @DearAuntCrabby I went to the doctor today too. Thought it was a hemorrhoid. Turns out, @realDonaldTrump is just a…
@AndreOstgaard @BrazilStat Hmm. Probably right. Which is why I said maybe.

What I know is, top talents from brazi… https://t.co/Mj8BzTDvrS
RT @BbmasAnalytics: [!] TOP COUNTRIES trending 'YOONGI IS PERFECT'

1. Brazil
2. United States
3. Portugal
4. South Korea
5. Ru…
RT @timand2037: Latest #alQaeda / White Helmets war propaganda scam, lapped up by CNN. No end to it until the dirty war on #Syria i…
RT @BANGTANOPHILIC: YOONGI IS PERFECT
It's trending worldwide and we all agree to this ! Share your favorite Yoongi picture, quote, or…
Congress Must Be A Check On Trump To Avoid A Constitutional Crisis httpif
This is a matter of personal pride now. There's no avoiding this... I must go.
RT @BbmasAnalytics: [!] TOP COUNTRIES trending 'YOONGI IS PERFECT'

1. Brazil
2. United States
3. Portugal
4. South Korea
5. Ru…
RT @NHSMillion: Jeremy Hunt won't want you to share this. The #nhscyberattack is partly the result of this disgraceful underfunding…
RT @nishiniyer: YOONGI IS PERFECT
we can collectively agree on this..
#BTSBBMAs https://t.co/7PBAvZqyfH
RT @AlGiordano: 4. Treating the 2018 elections as an "either-or" matter is not an option. The *only* way to slow Trump is to take House or…
RT @polarscribe: I don't want to see the Forest Service I believe in - sustainable management of the people's forests - be enveloped by Don…
"Success is an achievement. While, struggling is a must."
RT @LouiseMensch: My report which, trusted sources say, was read in the White House and caused @RealDonaldTrump to throw a tantrum https://…
RT @SincerelyTumblr: Dating your bestfriend is like getting 11 chicken nuggets when you only ordered 10
RT @prodrive: Our latest motorsport project is complete ready to go very fast https://t.co/wV0TMxvAAB
RT @TriceLeDon: Hampton University is kinda LIT #ilovemyhbcu
#hamptonu https://t.co/37XpNSx9dY
RT @kellyandkanye: @MolestMeKardash This is horrific. Paparazzi must stop exploiting children. #NoMeansNo #STOPShooting #InnocentChild…

RT @JamesTWmusic: Amazing to see #WeLoveJamesTw is trending in Portugal! Thank you to everyone for the lovely tweets + whoever took t…

RT @hobisensei: Apparently the world thinks YOONGI IS PERFECT me too me too #BTSBBMAs https://t.co/E5ETbWMzX4

RT @Glinner: This is absolutely brilliant. Take ten minutes and watch this. https://t.co/Y9GQg7Of5O
Appendix 2.5

Compiled document of the text field of every tweet in cluster 4:

RT @melaninmamis: She is Art. #BlackExcellence https://t.co/wBNx59Bz0S
RT @mishcollins: hi yall can u take this questionnaire abt anxiety asap thank u this is for my documentary about anxiety :) https://t.co/g...
RT @GuruBkulkarni: Brand of corruption i saw in u and ur mother Soniya gandhi why don't give back #NationalHerald to charity worth of...
RT @ayy_shebad: When your best friend is a writer #wordsfromBlu https://t.co/i9QT2tFurq
RT @mishcollins: hi yall can u take this questionnaire abt anxiety asap thank u this is for my documentary about anxiety :) https://t.co/g...
RT @JayKenMinaj: You better copyright the fuck out of this amazing ass caption https://t.co/o9lzV8VShm
RT @whiskeyedout @cg1203 @davebernstein @amothann @LouiseMensch @SouffleOfTheDay @jb_bellet @PuestoLoco @geokelley... https://t.co/WyvDUqsG2K
RT @marcuslemonis: Don't want to see mountains in the design. We want both product and branding to work in any market. No mountains in...
RT @Taeholic_V: [HD] 170402 The Wings Tour In Anaheim
The most beautiful melody is your voice, my dear TaeTae

#방탄소년단 #BTS #뷔 #태형...
YESSS I NEED TO HEAR MAFUYU'S VOICE OMF I NEED TO HEAR THEIR TALENT https://t.co/TeeYpoLez6
RT @LiViBADD88: never seen such poorly done body parts in my life this is disrespect to tip drill. https://t.co/P3SqK0TFux
RT @KimTaeHyung65: I vote for @BTS_twt #BTSBBMAs . So, I don’t care what it is, just tell me something
He can guard this pussy. https://t.co/Edbfwj5tOf
RT @SWS_Lyric_: I'm trying to deal with the pain. I don't understand this, is this how it ends?
@mendicantech @LuanneCarey @jeffgiesea wishful thinking on the part of lunatics is not evidence, hun.
And THAT is why it is never going to happen. :)) @WestCoastCavs @FordPerformance @Ford @TheHoonigans @kblock43
@AndreasBakkerud @FordRSNation @FordRSON https://t.co/wBNx59Bz0S
RT @mainedcm: When it comes to a Chicken McDo craving, the answer is always yes! Shoutout to my #1 supporter @aldenrichards02 https://t.co/s...
RT @PopCrave: Katy Perry is a gorgeous disco girl for a secret new project! https://t.co/MxEj9r8Kyz
RT "JuJu Smith-Schuster talks about age being just a number, and why he is grateful to be a part of the organization... https://t.co/MxEj9r8Kyz
RT @itsmeganroach: No you're a beautiful, kind, thoughtful amazing girl who is so wanted and so loved and I love you. https://t.co/VVFj4PnqFU
RT @WingsScotland: Is anybody going to ask why the one at front left has no trousers on? https://t.co/RGXvyj7JnF
RT @RahulReply: "A girl slapped a boy"

Journalists: Interesting Story
Media: Big Issue
Court: Wait for a 10 years
Bollywood: Movie Banegi...
@WSJusnews HOMOSEXUAL SEX IS A FREE WILL CHOICE TO SIN AGAINST GOD! SO SAYS GOD IN ROMANS CHAP ONE AND I STAND WITH GOD!
RT @aldoyletweets: Trump trying to understand VAT in the UK is my new favourite: https://t.co/OoKcfswTKX
RT @SteveRattner: The other "REAL news" is that this was initiated by the Obama Administration in September. https://t.co/QO7ENK0wf9
RT @piersmorgan: This is SO exciting.
If Arsenal win our last 3 games and Liverpool/City choke, we might come 4th &; qualify for a tournament…
RT @storing: I believe that that whoever is meant to be in your life will always gravitate back towards you, regardless of how far they try…
RT @PeterCBC: This is what has happened to Capelin #cbcni https://t.co/M9iAxhvk5Beautiful!❤️ https://t.co/PFDgoFV3bP
RT @scrowder: Talking Trump and #ComeyFiring with a fiery rant from @benshapiro. Don't miss it #MugClub &gt;&gt; https://t.co/NmrSFJ0Jq7 https://…
REAL #SexEd is now required in California schools. Not getting #BirthControl + #STD facts? We want to know: https://t.co/OqltE3FfXL
RT @ricsl1600: Defense is superior to opulence. - Adam Smith #ALDUBEBMomsDay
"To wish you were someone else is to waste the person you are."
-Kurt Cobain
RT @StarbaseCo: Starbase is nominated as ICTSpring 2017 finalists, @tomorrowaki will do a presentation in Luxembourg to win on 9th May, 2017…
RT @thehill: Comey says he’s only willing to testify if it is public: report https://t.co/qbZ0N2lPqa https://t.co/l2s87tGFe1
RT @KatHyHSPincipal: Saturday is Katy Prom! It's going to be a great time! Tigers, make good decisions so prom can be a night to remember f…
RT @lyndseyyffield: Remember when tea partiers were branded violent by the media despite a total lack of any violence? These people are…
RT @FrankLuntz: A Muslim-American woman has put more terrorists in prison than any other U.S. prosecutor.

https://t.co/OwFtDyMe53
@Brad_Glasgow My question is, if they are enjoying it, why do they need to be hellbent on representation when they… https://t.co/zA506VZ1Gb
RT @wildestjimin: i’ll not even say jimin is busan’s prince anymore because he’s a fucking king look at him he’s GLOWING #BTSBBMAs https://…
Malibu is the only music video to make me this happy
Construction begins on Clay County Jail! Wells is providing 645 pieces of #precast 
#concrete for this project! https://t.co/D9bRPLMw7i
RT @WilliamsRacing: Bromance is in the air! @MassaFelipe19 @Max33Verstappen 
#SpanishGP #F1 https://t.co/04SRPM7Wlw
RT @Beyawynsay: FIRST OF ALL THE CAMERA MAN IS HEELARIOUS. 
https://t.co/XNhx5jRG5y
RT @BaghdadSean: @S3nt13ntB31ng @aldematt @oneErinPatch @kisroka_inks 
@ChitquitaBanana @ToyotaObsession @rightwingryan86...
RT @LouisWTNews: Apologies for this tweet: we meant to include two ghosts as well. 
Deeply sorry about this mistake. https://t.co/nJwguxjd8u
RT @TheDailyShow: This is a real thing. We did not make this. https://t.co/RhwG78rT2W 
Oh, Dean! Let us know when you get that reply. ;-) https://t.co/mLubYiL3eE
RT @wicky_leaks: IS student. Sex educ subject :) pwede b b sya? i will not mention his 
name https://t.co/3M9R7VImRO
RT @jinjjarevil: bangtan is working so hard, on tour and promoting at the same time, 
updating us, keeping us fed, lets also work hard for t...
@AprenderGameDev
We added a new one! Vote for us.This game is under development. 
https://t.co/1uLgOlWTL4
#gamedev #GameArt
RT @taegukkei: his hip control is amazing wow #BTSBBMAs https://t.co/MEPRAuXDDw
RT @urbandoll: Princess Charlotte's net worth is 3.8 million and she's 2 
@alpowrgs38 @lgmaterna Your choice. I prefer to know the truth and I rather we turn over 
ever stone to find it. If... https://t.co/MdaeM6eGxl
RT @atzrfp: Allah is so kind that He still rewards those who have passed by their children 
give sadaqah on their behalf..
@TiffanyGosling She could've said she wanted her space. Communication is key. "I don't 
wanna talk rn, I'll text/call when I'm ready".
RT @ethnofest9: Gopi Sundar is GOD https://t.co/ghfWvMsxPw
RT @RodneyMabano: you know what it is.It's #TheWeekndFolloTrain.RT, follow all who 
RT, & gain.
RT @BbmasAnalytics: The 'YOONGI IS PERFECT' trend that just became worldwide has 
given #BTSBBMAs 118,200+ votes in the last 24 hours. Votin...
RT @Karnythia: They are adults. 19 years old is more than old enough to know better than 
to try to terrorize middle school kids wi...
I just wanna acquire a comfortable amount of wealth by Not fucking people outta their money 
like our current President has. Sheesh #1day
RT @RealJamesWoods: Trump signs executive order launching voter fraud commission /// 
Finally an investigation of merit... #VoterFraud htt...
RT @coralie_saved: There is no safe place in this world. 
The only protection you can have is Jesus in your life. ❤️ † #LondonAttacks
RT @Lrihendry: SWEET! Illegal alien activist who became poster-child for open borders 
lobby is now facing deportation to Mexico.
https://…
6 young males, couldn't they easily kill this older male especially if he is weakened from all that love making? #SafariLive

RT @Zlty_Melon: Registration for LendIt Europe 2017 is Now Open - Lend Academy
https://t.co/Qsa2CP71hf #lenditeurope

RT @Hacksofschool: Instagram - Hey everyone, look how great my life is

Twitter - I wanna fuckin die, here's a meme
RT @JuddLegum: FOX NEWS: Dems being hysterical again, comparing Trump to Nixon

TRUMP: I taped my convos w/comey & I'll release them if he...
Even when he's angry Jack Johnson is cute, how is that even possible?
RT @sb_breathe: That's all that matters. The next episode is gonna be awesome. Misa power. MISA IS BACK.
#PrisonBreak #MiSa...

6" Life is a Beautiful Ride Hand Embroider Hoop Art~
https://t.co/obe1NJULc #handembroidered #embroidery #iowa... https://t.co/rmmCzC15eE

RT @JackPosobiec: Trump: "I move so fast, my press team can't keep up"
RT @seanbrown117: BTS of a recent shoot with @Kira_byMP this one is going to be wonderful. @ Woods Cross, Utah https://t.co/HOqLVssnRQ

RT @IngrahamAngle: More @washingtonpost &amp; @nytimes fake Comey news: Comey requested more resources. Rosenstein threatened to quit. Both FAL...
Judging by the traits listed, the US is obviously full of psychopaths who don't give a shit about what happens to... https://t.co/eZVvVbpmxG

RT @twtmedic: This is how people got his/her scars https://t.co/mjo4XQB1Fm
RT @Normsmusic: Ths is exactly what makes these people so disgusting. They have no moral authority any longer but are Petri dishes...
.. this is awesome _CREAT https://t.co/NXxETmOfUr
Pre-reg packet pick-up & race day registration is now open at the Whole Foods Market @GoPalladio! #FPRLoveMyMom5K

RT @iceyy_calle: WHEN DM IS LIFE BUT VG IS LIFER HAHA
KEEP SLAYING VMGS
@weresass and she didn't want to destroy his trust, or develeopment of trusting her* Well Liam is Liam, we're differ... https://t.co/Zi3heOyjqg

RT @trixiemattel: UK: your wifi is up for elimination.
Kiss it better is still a bop to me
RT @PrisonReformMvt: Attorney General Jeff Sessions Has Just Doubled Down on the Immoral, Racist, and Counterproductive War on Drugs | htt...
TONIGHT!
Be part of the studio audience @ 7pm for the final show of the season of "Live is Where it Lives"... https://t.co/MxPc9RU7d
@robynthomps59 @Lawrence @maddow You realize that you are being fed Fake News!!!
RT @SortaBad: Everything is awful this week so please enjoy this short video I saw today of duckings base-jumping https://t.co/TdaxrLm9B
RT @cultpapi: not saying im special but there is literally nobody else like me
RT @yashar: With Sinclair acquiring the Tribune Company, this is a really important story. https://t.co/souB1vMfU
RT @deadhomosexual: this is about me https://t.co/JKFH9UQnU5
RT @KennethToro9: @dccomicsinfo Mind you, I don't even really like Canary but doesn't mean that I don't respect her as a character. I...
RT @Manojkaswa: @Gurmeetramrahim The new tradition to welcome guest & relatives with #CowMilkParty is really amazing almighty.

RT @cutestar_bn: Facebook Is Like A Fridge
You Know There Is Nothing New
But You Still Keep CHECKING https://…

@TIME Last year 3 months in advance of poll result, on 30/7/16 I successfully predicted Trump would win with the rate of 52-54%.
RT @sarahkendzior: After AHCA bill, it became obvious GOP was not planning to hold free or fair elections. I wrote for @marieclaire…
RT @iam_truthseeker: @whiskeyedout @cg1203 @davebernstein @amothann @LouiseMensch @SouffleOfTheDay @jb_bellet @PuestoLoco @geokelley…
RT @literacyns1: Valley Community Learning Association's Literacy Mile Event is TODAY!
All proceeds go to support #literacy #EAL https://t…
@RT_com @StaceyMaLaine Do we trust nsa to write a patch? Real question is should nsa be liable
@AkanchaS My face is a joke.
RT @JillFilipovic: Sometimes I read Trump's twitter & recall that for most of American history people were like, "women are too emotional t…
RT @AquariussTweets: #Aquarius won't let go of a lover so easily when they know love is still there.
Oh hey is#myasu https://t.co/iEBukonpcz
RT @_Snake_: Sarcasm is just one of the many services I offer to people who ask stupid questions.
Sickening. https://t.co/FMEDvsj1wr
Mother's Day is tomorrow. Still don't know what you're getting mom? How about a gift card to a luxury resort spa? Y… https://t.co/c3uVdcKH9g
RT @EmekaGift: @enews,there is ongoing plot by Nigeria government to assassinate #NnamdiKanu the leader of indigenous people of #Biafra #Fr…
Mad jam Alert!!! Pay Attention by @nissi_nation is one of a kind #PayAttentionByNissi https://t.co/rmP343b6oj
RT @Inkcakes: Happily, today is a new freaking day. https://t.co/n3MWChapu9
News Michelle Obama slams Trump on school meals https://t.co/4CKkl2rN9U
RT @pbump: The FBI has stated publicly that the investigation began in July of last year. https://t.co/c3D7O2gGSz
RT @Beyawnsay: FIRST OF ALL THE CAMERA MAN IS HEELARIOUS. https://t.co/XNhx5jRG5y
RT @GrandeAware: Fifth Harmony are now the ONLY girl group to ever have 2 songs sell over 4 million copies worldwide!

Who is the more ico...
RT @myhappylouis: This is better than any fic https://t.co/jmLP5TrZRC
RT @wojoud123: Omgggggg !? {{170513}}This is true or not????!!!I am crying  #JJP #bnyoung #Jinyoung #JB #진영 #got7 https://t.co/1k2...
RT @beautifulhes: @Harry_Styles you are such an angel. The album is an absolute wonder. I wish you luck for the show in London tonight. All...
RT @alex_kirshner: In the comments of this story is *still* the best video game story of all time, and I'm not sure it's even close...
RT @kei_quee97: Be READY,The King is coming.
Be RIGHTEOUS for the second coming.
Be TRANSFORMED, the HORN will blow now.
Don't CONFORM and...
RT @SethAbramson: This tweet wasn't idle talk. Since I wrote it, the top constitutional scholar in the U.S. has called for Donald Tru...
RT @RealMuckmaker: Trump letter accounts for more than $100 million in Russian income since 2008 https://t.co/DVtwUHzCUB
RT @peddoc63: Trump had nothing to do with Hillary's illegal actions or FBI investigation. Hillary lost because she is corrupt an...
Immigration in the US: some key numbers https://t.co/g6XwAN7a9y https://t.co/zuh5i303Ca #BizTips
Wikipedia is cute sometimes https://t.co/7C4RuWC32Y
why are blackbear vip tickets ao cheap here? cause this is an old person town, live in an old person town, alot more deals.
RT @divine309: Oh so RV is going to Taengcon tomorrow! https://t.co/sPjncJEgMW
You want to demonstrate the strength of your convictions with ... More for Scorpio https://t.co/GFnugM0Jgr
#Hitler may be dead but his #BlackSpider卐 is alive on the web https://t.co/fuAlpAA16O
RT @YahooNews: Debunking "fake news": Boston Marathon bomber Tsarnaev severely injured in prison https://t.co/7XCOWIw9xA https://t.co/Y3SpE...
RT @nytimes: Roger Stone, who has been under FBI scrutiny as part of the Russia inquiry, urged Trump to fire Comey, sources said https://t....
RT @julicar23: #MMKTransMom Hero Angeles is very brilliant in acting, still! :) clap clap clap
This game is so entertaining!!! #RBLFCB
If disorganization is getting in the way of your work, it's time to get organized.
https://t.co/mFcdeczxQI #VA... https://t.co/Y2KIdqRfMm
@billoreilly This is you now: https://t.co/FFFtdVY0v
The alarming report from the Library of Parliament shows that federal and provincial taxes combined wit https://t.co/tqCowzd1BX #news #A11Y
@HeelDowlin__ @NYPinstripes4ev F Harvey, his main concern is batting his eyelashes to look pretty and so affected
RT @thehill: Legal expert: Trump committed "high crimes" by firing FBI Director Comey https://t.co/KXXLJzh1oC https://t.co/YNg6TVBSKk
RT @Geezajay2013: This is why France are desperate to scrap the UK border deal, they want us to deal with their immigrant problem https://t.co/…
RT @K1ngJaleel: I'm lost to why you're always surgery shaming women, when u actually rely on them getting surgery to pay your rent.. https://…
RT @tweediatrics: "YOU MUST PAY $300 IN BITCOIN"
Mate, this is the NHS. We use pagers and faxes. I don't think you're getting any bitcoin…. @Brooke211574 am benjamin from orlando and here is my email benjamin4me1@gmail.com for business purpose
May is Smile Month! https://t.co/jVxAiqwUez
This tablet is more broke than my phone lol
RT @kelliegarret2: #Trump45 He can leave office in handcuffs or a straight-jacket either one works for me. Shame on the GOP for enabling t…
RT @GrowMap: New @AdamToporek The Customer Is Always Right — Really? https://t.co/dC33o2PYy0 https://t.co/CB2w1uFkq8
RT @BrianPaulStuart: .@realDonaldTrump: Which is more shameful: your #1st100days or your #5DraftDeferments?
You and your admin are a dis…
Registration for this year’s vacation Bible school is now open! For more information &amp; to register, go to… https://t.co/YDkN0kHd3F
Our New SS17 Collection At https://t.co/k4QqmsChnm Is On Point
£38.25 With Code: DOM Shop Our "Ariana Co/… https://t.co/sxO1ndSSEW
RT @eopedaw: Social media is the equivalent of when the sound guy forgets to turn the mic off after church &amp; all the kids go take turns say…
Our probation department is hurting. https://t.co/VtiVzd7q4t
RT @AaronBastani: 1 in 10 homeless people in Britain is an ex soldier. The elite don't care about that. Their 'patriotism' is about money &amp;…
RT @xoxoxMinnie: The Lil Romeo/Bow Wow beef is finally over and Romeo came out on top. Who saw this coming https://t.co/NITkMv5dTZ
My body is off coffee again—who hoo, nice to know, it's been a good run. However, I have tons of tea for the meantime.
RT @1Obefiend: A woman was raped and you are sharing the video?
What is wrong with kids these days? They stopped teaching morals in schoo…
RT @thehill: Comey says he's only willing to testify if it is public: report https://t.co/qbz0N2lpQa https://t.co/i2s87tGFeI
With Trump and the GOP Fanning the Flames of Racism in Pursuit of the Rich Man's Agenda. https://t.co/UbiY0kMB9k
D BEST CONCEPT EVER https://t.co/dhfkOG9XGS
RT @narrynipslip: 200 tickets were sold for Harry's gig which means 2000 would go to the little princess charity what an incredible person…
You want to demonstrate the strength of your convictions with … More for Scorpio https://t.co/9lgqNqDjB6
RT @wisherseries: .@RISETogether_NC follow @mikefarb1 — as a purple state, Mike's amazing work on WI vote is a must read. &amp; Contribu…
RT @BbmasAnalytics: The 'YOONGI IS PERFECT' trend that just became worldwide has given #BTSBBMAs 118,200+ votes in the last 24 hours. Votin…
RT @asraghunath: ...and you thought @AamAadmiParty or @ArvindKejriwal is serious about EVMs! https://t.co/TpVhy4F4pn
RT @DavidDobrik: Choosing one person who RT's to be next videos shoutout!

New vid is up! Like and subscribe!

https://t.co/wSq76QMz51
RT @InequalityIsBad: Trump to speak at #LibertyUniversity Please be real Christians today - mob his evil Antichrist ass! Wake up! He is BAD...
RT @jackantonoff: everybody lost somebody is out - the 3rd release from gone now https://t.co/jnbK4BBU1G
Right now is hard... but I will move on from this The Girls Getaway Weekend in #BayfieldOntario is on May 26, 27 & 28! Book your weekend away TODAY!... https://t.co/FGsDN7z1hP
RT @itzzkait: Homophobes: the gays are forcing their sexuality onto their kids Straight ppl, to a 4 year old girl talking to a boy: IS THAT...
RT @multiloisa_: YOONGI IS PERFECT fam. Dont argue. #BTSBBMAs @BTS_twt https://t.co/GiqnHRN0vE
RT @_pinayarmy: Dora sunbaenim is shaking https://t.co/Apkt5XYw9a
RT @hobgoblin4192: "We found the leaker." https://t.co/kalVWYe9LD
RT @Sonoiyalawrence: Gaining followers is simple , simply retweet this tweet and follow those who retweet this , let's gain together. #TheW...
currentct: It is 15:44 CEST now
RT @GeorgiaDirtRoad: @POTUS Is Considering Stopping The Daily #Pressconference. Looks Like These #FakeNews Clowns Will Be Looking For N...
RT @MetroUK: Belgium’s Blanche is all over the charts and she still has a chance to win Eurovision https://t.co/12V5V8T6tl
RT @lo tersquvdvids: This man is the last airbender https://t.co/MU9Bak1G59
i'm just going to unf ppl i've never talked to or are inactive just bc my tl is messy now lmao
RT @kylegriffin1: Michelle Obama on fire over school lunches: "Why don't you want our kids to have good food at school? What is wrong…
RT @LindaMcRaeSmith: I am so upset that #ABC has decided to cancel Last Man Standing because Tim Allen is conservative. It's funny. #nomore...
Congratulations @tweet_niranjan ... Will follow you on twitter :) https://t.co/csGC16VmKi
RT @NerdPyle: @SwiftOnSecurity If your bosses are preventing patching, I suggest this is legitimate whistleblower territory. It's...
@Goatboy_1974 No, since clearly polls demonstrate decent Remainers are by and large opposed to the distinct Remainer fascism of Lib Dems.
RT @filmfare: This is too cute!

https://t.co/Cfy070JqtW
Ahem... I hope you know this was just an experiment. "What happens when your body is taken over."
RT @ChynaNichelle_: The college to back home transition is REAL ♂ You go from doing you & being on your own to getting fussed at over 2… @letsgetlostnlcr Yes it is
RT @Curlsandwords: A simple retweet could help save Kweli’s life y’all. Thank you so much to everyone that donated. Please keep retweet…
Many Christian leaders who defended #Assad in trips to #US #EU "coerced to do so"-#Syria/n Christians For Peace https://t.co/I1F807LKDk @CNN
RT @TDJenn: @LouiseMensch Don’t be fooled. @realDonaldTrump PLANNED Comey firing with @jeffsessions to install @JohnCornyn at…
41 BIEBER FEVER IS BACK #JustinBBMAs
dis is how u dance, joven https://t.co/Ss9Kv55KS4
RT @1027KIISFM: #WANGOTANGO is tomorrow!!! Anyone else freaking out?! If you can’t make it to the show, u can watch our live stream…
this is what true love looks like https://t.co/z8ne7JtiQQ
Let’s hope for the better. I have hope... It wouldn’t hurt to hope, but Bex did say before, don’t expect. So yeah... https://t.co/tUlbxOife
RT @ICITorg: WannaCry: What is ransomware and how to avoid it | News | Al Jazeera https://t.co/l1F807LKDk
RT @blondpidge: Latin grammar nerds. Is "Noli" followed by the accusative form of the noun or the vocative?
RT @BbmasAnalytics: The 'YOONGI IS PERFECT' trend that just became worldwide has given #BTSBBMAs 118,200+ votes in the last 24 hours. Votin…
RT @gamespot: This Rocket League themed PC build is pretty sick. But really…Rocket League on keyboard+mouse?!

Original video b…
RT @mirasaysno: why is this the funniest gif i’ve ever seen https://t.co/WcckEZI3Ek
The sleep tracker on my new #fitbit is AWESOME.
RT @ThatBucketList: Nature is so beautiful 🌧️ https://t.co/oBTlu7AlY6
RT @bigdaddyydee_321: RT if you’re the coolest person ever and no one is dating you.
https://t.co/6xShO069Si
RT @BTS_ARMY_: Here are some receipts on how exceptional BTS' Japanese song versions are selling, this is just amazing #BTSBBMAs
C…
RT @DailyDERBYS: This is what you need to do if you find a suspicious package https://t.co/YHvhdvOzQv #Derbyshire https://t.co/TqRxvOQMza
@SethAbramson Attended a GOP Town Hall in rural part of state last night: can confirm zero fucks, pandering to Fox News / coal base.
RT @RepJerryNadler: 2 my GOP @HouseJudiciary colleagues: when will it be enough for u 2 act? World watches as u fail 2 protect our d…
Here is why #NoGMMMustard for us: https://t.co/3KI4tmQC39 @anilmDave @narendramodi @PMOIndia

Where dem dey when we dey chop grass
right now they say don't do this they say don't do that

RT @sleepytaetae: IDK WHY YOONGI HAS VISUAL INSECURITIES HE IS ACTUALLY THE MOST GORGEOUS MAN I HAVE EVER MET YOONGI IS PERFECT AND HE NEED...
Sales of L'Oreal Product Rose 51% After 'Everyday Influencers' Promoted It Heavily on Snapchat @BzzAgent @dunnhumby https://t.co/ylhmToaoiJ
RT @earthvid: The ocean is art. https://t.co/bgocuqOX5H
RT @Maahaddd_: Looooooooooooooool this is no lie https://t.co/lZnkITSw1a
RT @peterdaou: The bad stuff isn't 'about' to happen. It's already happened. And each time it is met with GOP silence, undoing it gets hard...
RT @dalia_turky: ZaynBBMAs
#DafBama2017_Zayn
#BAMA2017DiamondEdition_Zayn
#BAMA2017
#USA
#PremiosMTVMIAW #MTVCOLABTAYLORS...
RT @No2h8Crime: Police drop probe into racist gang stabbing of refugee child - and tell him 'don't go out alone': https://t.co/U2REnf2Qrn
How to get it on the clippers is retiring. In late 1994? the camera man of a fight is always the funniest person there
@PalmerReport BOOM this is huge
RT @BostonGlobe: Trump had no income from Russians, his lawyer says, with some exceptions. https://t.co/gHJSalgA4k https://t.co/aFTAI9L66z
RT @BbmasAnalytics: jungkook’s voice is so beautiful we’re off for a while now, leave your countries in the replies for stats later! 💫 #…
Hae wena mann https://t.co/9ReNgqoKJu
RT @xor: From a purely Chekhovian perspective, he has to shoot somebody on 5th Avenue before this is over, right?
@HighNHD @NorthNvg @keyzszs him ? this is a good friend of mine. Never once did I ever try to take his id ♂️ I’ve been Keys idiot
RT @m4delen: Fake Psychosis is not real. Raising Awareness of Fake Psychosis in preparation for Fake Psychosis Awareness Week…
RT @BTSQueen97: @real_pabo @BTS_twt Who is agatha btw? #BTSBBMAs
RT @BreitbartNews: This is bad. https://t.co/Skvf8ZBi1
RT @JDBVoteSpree: This photo is from __________ music video ?

RT and reply with: #JustinBBMAs https://t.co/oijDXJa8jK
RT @gokunaruto67: VR is going to be big https://t.co/5wwMqDsgue
RT @maknaejeons: yoongi is perfect
carefully the cutest person alive
#BTSBBMAs https://t.co/A7fmpgb3CN
Irt they all have diff colored hair idk why it looks funny but it is jhi5wop4ok5ge
RT @tomwatson: The flag pins are lies. They're all complicit. I don't care if they're "demoralized." Stand up for your damned coun...
RT @TitanicHoops: While you guys wait for John Wall's heroics tonight....
James Neal's game winning OT goal is much better with Tita...
i can't believe i just wasted my time arguing with an underage racist alcoholic lmao wow
@hardcandydrips the best bops yes!! the best slow song is from the dining table
RT @BbmasAnalytics: The 'YOONGI IS PERFECT' trend that just became worldwide has
given #BTSBBMAs 118,200+ votes in the last 24 hours. Votin...
RT @UberFacts: London restaurant The Little Yellow Door has a menu that is written
toDay entirely in emojis.
RT @BBCanada: Ika to Demetres- Maybe he might keep me. He has done some fucked up
stuff in the past. I dont think this one is going to hap...
@ped21mckay We're pleased you're following us! Did you know the app is live? iOS
https://t.co/DNzd5dpEah &amp; Android https://t.co/VMMaUqJeHY.
RT @KeNNyBoySlay: The reason why I give good advice is my life started from hell. I
crawled out and now I am on the other side haha.
#BTSBB...
RT @FunkAndBeans: How to participate in the #SaturdaySchool social justice teach-in / this
week is #SoJustLaws https://t.co/jL7Nm80JPR
@sjohnstone1988 Thanks for following us! The app is now live on iOS at
https://t.co/SWOo9P85Jg &amp; Android at https://t.co/URbwdd6wpb
Our Lyft code gets you 10 free rides And the code is? ZOOT ~~~ Escape Room
#Boston
RT @SeethuFokazi: I will use any heart I want to this is weird https://t.co/sUrWQOb7UY
RT @twl_malaysia: Bf/gf/spouse who quits smoking is a keeper, coz they love you &amp;
your future children.
RT @GokiNamoo: One way to get nice skin is to put a slice of lemon in lukewarm water n
washing ur face. Slight acid help kill germs on the...
Trump Boasts That His Impeachment Will Get Higher TV Ratings Than All Other
Impeachments. https://t.co/EYFRIvhORx
Hikvision DS-2CD2542FWD-IS 4 mm Fixed Lens WDR IR Mini Dome CCTV Camera
https://t.co/ssB3BxKnZI
@razor_muffin What is this
RT @lightsforshawn: This is what's happened in 30 minutes!! Keep voting! #TeamMendes
https://t.co/Gwal4rvgs1
Your mama is Dope, yeah you know she is, so get her this to let her know!! #DAF #DAFclub
#mothersday #dopeassmama... https://t.co/ss7hQkOvCb
RT @StarbaseCo: Starbase is nominated as ICTSpring 2017 finalists, @tomorrowaki will do
a presentation in Luxembourg to win on 9th May, 2017...
RT @Sonoiyalawrence: Gaining followers is simple , simply retweet this tweet and follow
those who retweet this , let's gain together. #TheW...
TravellLeisure : This is the best-selling carry-on suitcase on Amazon
https://t.co/kGgCbElPMu ...... https://t.co/AMeHpVilfo
WiFi is a little crappy. Going to restart #LIVE on #Periscope in 5 mins. Topic: taking
#vlogging to the next level. Got a question for me?
“There was a guitarist who was supposed to come in and couldn't make it. Ryan, who is an
engineer in...” https://t.co/UU7Xo3eNPq
Trump is said to be casting a wide net to find next FBI director, including GOP senator Cornyn https://t.co/ST3Rh9iH99 #cnbc

Seeing ppl I know walking today receiving their masters is making me proud. That's so dope!!!!

RT @Gurmeetramrahim: Share your craziest #ThukLaaKe experience & you never know who might get Lucky.

Don't forget Jattu Engineer is re...

I just activated @Tweet_Delete on my account to automatically delete my old tweets (https://t.co/t0SJOwm9fl)

RT @sunlitae: people sent hate to celestial boy bc of these beautiful unedited/ not whitewashed photos of the boys

what is wrong...

RT @TomLondon6: Two Western countries - USA & UK - with highest levels of inequality also have lowest voter turnout and registration.

Get...

RT @ShaliniLakra25: I CHoke WHEN YOU RAP
Or SING
I CHoke WHEN YOU CRY
Or LAUGH
I CHoke CUZ YOU'RE FAR
BUT;
I'm GLad THAT YOU ARE
YOON...

Position is temporary, Impact is unending.

RT @DavidJo52951945: It is unacceptable for Theresa May to pay a Brexit bill https://t.co/1Zhm8LfWHi

AKA is now just an annoying rapper to listen to, all the songs he has released this year all sound exactly the same

@nahlaw Intriguing, is it not? Kind of reminds us of "In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God"

RT @KuljuTommi: For the Son of man is come to seek and to save that which was lost.
#JesusSaves https://t.co/ZnhNdIYxz8

RT @vijayshekhar: DND just doesn't work. I am on DND ever since it came. Telcos don't even care, it seems. They are happy with bulksp...

Hey @halienemusic @chantalkreviaz @RitaOra @arminvanbuuren Bailey's is doing flower deliverys this weekend

RT @jimindaisies: park jimin is the most beautiful person I've ever seen #BTSBBMAs https://t.co/3kUTN0y75N

RT @tedlieu: Rosenstein had a distinguished career. He's now throwing it all away by being Trump's lapdog. He can fix it by appointing spec...

@kschmeichel1 really well spoken there. He's right too. Consistency is key. 2 silva goals now (1 v arsenal) that have been marred by this.

RT @GIRLposts: THIS IS SO CUTE https://t.co/J9HnhCTNpb

@jneal518_neal @politico @realDonaldTrump U want a president who doesn't want to answer to the citizens? UR okay wit… https://t.co/ITJ2lv2wu
RT @smh: Notorious US white supremacist Mike Enoch has announced plans to visit Australia for an alt-right conference https://t.co/JGPi0RS0...

@JoshuaKerievsky @steve_codes Someone needs to! My wife is being driven batty by do nothing SAFe certified coaches at her client site

RT @tribelaw: Trump admitted he obstructed justice. Now he needs to go https://t.co/t28Aynh6WG via @BostonGlobe

@anadirgeprat The Gerrard moment is the worst. The most obvious. That doesn't happen to any other club on the scale that it did for us.

@Auntiemels @CHHolte @VP 45 is not going down w/o dragging a few of his enablers with him.

RT @popcontour: When I try to sing along to From the Dining Table I then remember how personal this song is and just shut my mouth and let...

This is me trying to make friends as an adult https://t.co/m0J9ZQFS78

RT @toppguk: Unwhitewashed jungkook is what I live for https://t.co/xSp2o1f0iL

Proverbs 31:30 Charm is deceitful and beauty is vain, But a woman who fears the Lord, she shall be praised.

The GOP shouldn't hold their collective any longer, remove the cover and let the probe rain down on... https://t.co/bdqGVXVwTF

RT @HipHopStockDoc: The bottom line is important to any business, but funding is really important for small businesses. Get funded here...

RT @5NEWSBrooke: Now THIS is how you celebrate making a goal! #7ASoccer

@RHS_Mounties @RogersPSathdept @willieher06 https://t.co/wnsSCO17Ak

RT @grabesila: .@chie_chie26 @vhielez4 @YunaAndMe01 @zenkmm @latnear @joana_0626 @mhellopez19 @fleurs7754 @NoraNoracampos...

RT @deprive: Martha Stewart is something else https://t.co/E17wY73TXF

RT @Leksagame: @AprenderGameDev

We added a new one! Vote for us.This game is under development. https://t.co/1uLgOiWTL4

#gamedev #GameArt

RT @LisaFranceCNN: He loves R &amp; B and hip hop, went to Italy to learn how to make pasta, is into movies, respects... https://t.co/OyqCUeTUhD

2017 is the Year IIoT Becomes Normal - insideBIGDATA #fintech #IIoT #IoT https://t.co/ss6sO0QjpB https://t.co/VXSm52HNV5

@smeronish don't understand if nothing is wrong why not have an investigation-spending money on "millions"who voted illegally

Want to show your mom how awesome she is this Mother's Day tomorrow?

Here's how to customize a #Clips video and ... https://t.co/PLs6snUaAu

RT @c5hardtop1999: The Democrats are the most dangerous ever in the history to the United States republic. Their actions are tyrannical. Ev...

Be happy always because life is very short.

RT @realDonaldTrump: If you read my last number of tweets, only one opinion can be formed - that our President, and therefore "leader," is...

RT @Fluevog: The search for your summer go-to is over. Find The MAZEPPA in stores &amp; online now! https://t.co/j03KSneJN1 https://t.co/tDfuiA
RT @KeNNyBoySlay: I know that trash talking is fun, but hey don't do it while voting for #BTSBBMAAs. Do it over the phone or privately lol.
.@ yoongi you make me blue but blue is my favorite color
RT @tbhjuststop: telling a girl to "calm down" is like trying to baptize a cat
RT @NiggaNarration: This man is the last airbender https://t.co/iVUDlh5KA6